WEEKLY
NEWSLETTER
March 28th-April 1st

It’s exhibition week! We started our
Monday launch by picking a character
trait to focus on, this week's trait being
resilience as the Eagles faced many
challenges during their preparation for
the exhibition. We continued our launch
by

talking

about

our

goals

and

intentions for the upcoming week,
making sure the Eagles could support
each other as much as possible.

For those of you following March
Mammal Madness, we’re down to the
final four! We’ll know the winners of
that round Next Monday!
In the Spring, we like to make sure we
incorporate Gardening into our weekly
activities, but unfortunately we weren’t
able to do much this week due to the rain.
We look forward to getting back in the
garden after break, finishing cleaning it up
and getting to plant!

Quest
Quest this week was all about finishing up any assignments and then getting prepared
for the exhibition. In Detective Science, they focused on DNA extraction and The
Navigators solved a crime in real time at the exhibition to show their mastery, using
the help of the Foundation Eagles who were all subject matter experts in an area of
forensic science. In Medical Biology, the Launchpaders continued to practice
diagnosing patients, which they then did live at the exhibition. They finished up
creating and got to share their presentation on one system of the body as well. All the
eagles really enjoyed getting to interact with and show the community all the hard
work they’ve put into their quest this session!

Some of the other work the Eagles decided to exhibit
were a few history and art assignments. In history this
week, the Navigator and Launchpad had a focus on all
the protests of 1968 and the government's response to
them. The Foundation continued learning about the
Greeks, reading about the rivalry between Sparta and
Athens! For the last week of fiber art, the Eagles were
able to choose their favorite kind of fiber art from this
session and continue working on it.

History and Art

Writers workshop
For writers workshop, The Foundation
finished writing their mystery stories and
read them aloud around the fire at the
exhibition! Navigator and Launchpad self
and peer edited their articles for
Journalism, then created a tri fold display
for their section of the newspaper. Some
Eagles decided to show some of their
weekly journals as well, further showing
all their impressive writing abilities.

We ended our week by having a badge ceremony, exhibition reflection, and Fun
Friday! On Thursday, we had our badge ceremony, celebrating all the badges
the Eagles earned this session and then got to display at the exhibition. After
the exhibition we do a reflection, making time for the Eagles to discuss with
each other what they liked about the exhibition or what might need
improvement next time. To end the week and as a final send off before break,
we had Fun Friday for the whole school. This week's Fun Friday activity was a
scavenger hunt resulting in a walk to get ice cream!

